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Abstract
Tax rates have ﬂuctuated considerably since federal income taxes were introduced in the
U.S. in 1913. This paper analyzes the effects of stochastic taxation on asset prices in a dynamic
general equilibrium model. Stochastic taxation affects the after-tax returns of both risky and
safe assets. Whenever taxes change, bond and equity prices adjust to clear the asset markets.
These price adjustments affect assets with long durations, such as equities and long-term
bonds, more than short-term assets. Under plausible conditions, investors require higher term
and equity premia as compensation for the risk introduced by tax changes.
r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the few certain forecasts about the tax system is that it will change. Since
federal income taxes were introduced in 1913, the tax system of the U.S. has been
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Fig. 1. Marginal income tax rates at different real income levels. The marginal income tax rates over the
period from 1913 to 1999 are depicted for families with real income levels of 50, 100, 250, and 500
thousand U.S. dollars (with 1999 consumer prices), and the marginal tax rate for the highest tax bracket.

reformed several times. Tax rates have ﬂuctuated considerably over this period, as
depicted in Fig. 1, which shows the federal marginal income tax rates for individuals
in ﬁve different tax brackets.1 Besides marginal tax rate changes, other provisions of
the tax code also changed, adding to the overall uncertainty of tax law. This paper
investigates how stochastic tax policies affect asset prices and whether they introduce
an additional risk factor in the economy, which changes equity and term premia.
This paper analyzes the effects of stochastic taxation on asset prices in a dynamic
general equilibrium model. The theoretical model generalizes the Lucas (1978) asset
pricing model by introducing a ﬂat consumption tax that follows a two-state Markov
chain. Whenever taxes change unexpectedly, stock and bond prices adjust
instantaneously to clear the asset markets. The price adjustments are larger for
assets with long durations, such as equities and long-term bonds, than for assets with
shorter durations. This paper demonstrates that individuals require higher expected
returns for holding the assets with larger price changes. Hence, long-term bonds and
equities tend to pay on average higher returns than short-term bonds.
Stochastic taxes affect asset prices in three ways. First, they change the level of
disposable income over time (income effect). Frequent tax changes increase the
variability of consumption for a given production process. A higher variability of
consumption signiﬁcantly affects asset prices and leads to a higher equity premium,
as previously shown in the asset pricing literature. Second, time-varying tax rates
distort the relative price of consumption over time and affect the incentives to save
1

A detailed description of the data is given in Appendix A.1.
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and invest (substitution effect). Even if all the tax revenues were to be rebated to
taxpayers and the consumption process remained completely unaffected by tax
changes, stochastic taxes would still affect asset prices and equity and term premia.
Third, taxes can inﬂuence the rate of growth of the economy and thereby affect asset
prices (growth effect). Some tax regimes might be more conducive to economic
growth than others.
This paper is related to the literature in ﬁnance that addresses the high equity
premium and to the literature in public economics that analyzes the effects of taxes
on savings decisions and portfolio choice. The papers in the ﬁnance literature show
that conventional asset pricing models cannot generate equity premia, as observed in
the U.S. during the last century. The literature has focused on three related puzzles.
Mehra and Prescott (1985) show that extremely high levels of risk aversion are
necessary to explain the large equity premium (equity premium puzzle). Weil (1989)
demonstrates that the risk-free rate increases dramatically at higher levels of risk
aversion (risk-free rate puzzle). And Shiller (1981) argues that stock prices tend to be
more volatile than the underlying uncertainty in the economy (excess volatility
puzzle). Many alternative explanations have been identiﬁed as potential explanations
for these puzzles.2 These generalizations of conventional asset pricing models
contribute to a resolution of the equity premium puzzle but the puzzle can still not be
resolved completely. This paper sheds light on the effects of stochastic taxes on asset
prices and equity and term premia.
Many papers in public economics analyze the effects of taxes on saving decisions
and portfolio choice.3 However, the literature in public economics has only
peripherally dealt with random taxes. Stiglitz (1982) discusses the welfare effects of
random taxation. Bizer and Judd (1989) present a dynamic general equilibrium
model where taxpayers understand the uncertainty in tax policy when making their
portfolio decisions. On the other hand, Auerbach and Hines (1988) and Hassett and
Metcalf (1999) analyze the pattern of U.S. corporate investment incentives and study
the impact of tax policy uncertainty on ﬁrm-level and aggregate investment. This
paper does not discuss the efﬁciency and the welfare implications of random
taxation. Instead, this paper studies the effects of uncertain taxes on the distribution
of asset prices and on term and equity premia, which have not been previously
studied.

2
Some proposed resolutions include more general preferences and expectations of individuals (e.g.,
Epstein and Zin, 1989; Abel, 1990; Constantinides, 1990; Campbell and Cochrane, 1999; Hansen et al.,
1999); incomplete markets (e.g., Mankiw, 1986; Constantinides and Dufﬁe, 1996; Heaton and Lucas, 1996;
Storesletten et al., 2001; Constantinides et al., 2002); trading and transaction costs and other frictions
(Mankiw and Zeldes, 1991; Jermann, 1998; Alvarez and Jermann, 2000, 2001; Vissing-Jørgensen, 2002);
and rare events and survivorship bias (Rietz, 1988; Jorion and Goetzmann, 1999). Kocherlakota (1996),
Campbell (1999), and Mehra and Prescott (2003) are surveys of this literature.
3
The effect of taxation on portfolio allocation in a partial equilibrium model was ﬁrst discussed by
Domar and Musgrave (1944) and Stiglitz (1969). More recently, Eaton (1981), Gordon (1985), Judd
(1985), Hamilton (1987), and Kaplow (1994) analyze the effects of different tax systems on risk taking in
more general models.
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An important insight into the role of the tax system on the equity premium puzzle
has recently been provided by McGrattan and Prescott (2003, 2004). They ﬁnd that
changes in the tax and legal environment in the U.S., especially the introduction of
tax-qualiﬁed retirement saving vehicles and the decrease in the top marginal income
tax rate, account for the high return on corporate equity between 1960 and 2000
relative to long-term debt.4 They compare the return on equities relative to the return
on long-term debt, because short-term debt provides important liquidity services and
has therefore relatively low rates of return. My paper shows that uncertain taxes
have the largest impact for long-duration assets, such as equity and long-term bonds.
Thus, uncertain taxes increase the equity and the term premium even if there is no
differential taxation between different asset classes.
The remainder of the paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 describes the
representative agent model. Section 3 derives closed-form solutions for equity prices.
The pricing of zero-coupon bonds with different maturities is explored in Section 4.
Section 5 summarizes the necessary conditions for an increasing term structure of
interest rates and Section 6 proves that, if certain conditions are satisﬁed, the equity
premium increases in an environment with tax reforms. Sections 7 and 8 check the
sensitivity of the results using a numerical example.

2. The model
This paper generalizes the Lucas (1978) representative agent asset pricing model
by introducing a ﬂat consumption tax that follows a two-state Markov chain. This
subsection describes the technology, the tax system, the preferences of the
representative agent, and the equilibrium conditions.
2.1. Technology
The output in the exchange economy is exogenous and perishable. Aggregate
output y40 follows a geometric random walk with drift, where zt denotes its
stochastic growth rate. Output growth ztþ1 has a mean of mt and a standard
deviation of st . The moments of the growth rate can be time-dependent. The
distribution of the growth rate is known one period in advance.
ytþ1 ¼ yt expðztþ1 Þ;

ztþ1  Nðmt ; s2t Þ.

(1)

Two asset classes are traded in this economy: risk-free zero-coupon bonds with
different maturities (B) and one risky equity security (S). A zero-coupon bond with
remaining maturity m 2 f0; 1; 2; 3; . . .g pays a dividend of d B;m
¼ 1 if m ¼ 0 and
t
d B;m
¼ 0 otherwise. Each individual can issue or buy these bonds. There is no net
t
aggregate supply of any bonds.
4

Sialm (2004) studies empirically the relationship between stock valuations and effective marginal tax
rates and conﬁrms a negative relationship between marginal tax rates and stock valuations.
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The equity security corresponds to the market portfolio and pays a dividend of
d St ¼ yt at the beginning of each period t.5 The prices of the two asset classes pSt and
pB;m
are deﬁned ‘ex-dividend.’ The dividend and the price vectors at time t are
t
abbreviated with d t 2 Rnþ and pt 2 Rnþ , where n denotes the total number of assets
traded in the economy (n  1 bonds and 1 equity security). Assets can be traded
without incurring any transaction costs and investors face no borrowing or shortselling constraints.
2.2. Tax system
The government imposes a ﬂat consumption tax and all assets face the same
effective tax rates.6 Future tax rates t are stochastic and follow a two-state MarkovChain with 0ptL ptH o1. The transition probabilities fij between the two states are
deﬁned as
fij ¼ Probðttþ1 ¼ tj jtt ¼ ti Þ.

(2)

Time-varying tax rates may reﬂect unpredictable changes in the balance of power
among different groups of taxpayers. The tax revenues are exactly identical to the
outlays of the government. The government uses a ﬁxed proportion o 2 ½0; 1 of the
aggregate tax revenues T t to ﬁnance a public good gt ¼ oT t and rebates the
remaining resources to the individuals as a lump-sum payment, which can be used to
purchase the aggregate consumption good without incurring any additional taxes.
The growth rate of the output and the dividends ztþ1 ¼ ln d Stþ1  ln d St can depend
on the current tax rate tt to allow for the possibility of distortionary taxes. The
growth rate of dividends ztþ1 is independent of the following period’s tax rate ttþ1 .
This is a natural assumption because the future tax rate ttþ1 (which is announced at
the beginning of period t þ 1) cannot affect the dividend d Stþ1 (which accumulated
during period t and is paid to shareholders at the beginning of period t þ 1).
2.3. Utility
The representative consumer purchases the n available assets in quantities xt 2 Rn
to maximize expected life-time utility. Utility is time-separable and the period utility
is separable in the private consumption good c and the public good g. The coefﬁcient
o is a measure of the separability between the private consumption good and the
outlays of the government. If o ¼ 0 (no separability), then all the tax revenues are
rebated to the taxpayers and the outlays of the government and the private
consumption good are perfect substitutes. If o ¼ 1 (full separability), then all the tax
5
This paper follows the equity premium literature by assuming that equity is a claim on the aggregate
resources of the economy. In reality, stocks are a levered claim on the resources and exhibit considerably
more risk. The return premium of an asset increases with its leverage. Thus, this assumption understates
the actual premium of levered assets.
6
The tax is levied on the tax-inclusive asset prices, whereas sales and value-added taxes are traditionally
levied on the tax-exclusive price. It is straightforward to redeﬁne the taxes as levied on the tax-exclusive
price.
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revenues are used to ﬁnance the public good. The asset pricing results with full
separability are identical to the case where the government throws away the tax
revenues. The discount factor is denoted by b 2 ð0; 1Þ. The period utilities of the two
goods are denoted by uðcÞ and vðgÞ, where u0 ðcÞ40 and u00 ðcÞp0.
The consumer’s problem is to maximize
Et

1
X

bi ðuðctþi Þ þ vðgtþi ÞÞ,

(3)

i¼0

where
ct ¼ ð1  tt Þ½ðpt þ d t Þ0 xt1  p0t xt  þ ð1  oÞT t ,

(4)

gt ¼ oT t .

(5)

Consumers are assumed to have a power-utility function with a coefﬁcient of
relative risk aversion a 2 ½0; 1Þ.
uðct Þ ¼

c1a
1
t
.
1a

(6)

Individuals with a ¼ 0 are risk-neutral and individuals with a ¼ 1 have
logarithmic-preferences uðct Þ ¼ lnðct Þ. The risk aversion coefﬁcient equals the
reciprocal of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution.
The ﬁrst-order conditions for the two asset classes are
m
0
0
pB;m
t u ðct Þð1  tt Þ ¼ b Et ðu ðctþm Þð1  ttþm ÞÞ,

(7)

pSt u0 ðct Þð1  tt Þ ¼ bEt ðu0 ðctþ1 Þð1  ttþ1 ÞðpStþ1 þ d Stþ1 ÞÞ.

(8)

An optimal solution to the agent’s maximization problem must also satisfy the
following transversality condition:


lim bi Et u0 ðctþi Þð1  ttþi ÞpStþi xStþi ¼ 0.
(9)
i!1

2.4. Market equilibrium
For market equilibrium, the quantities of each asset demanded must equal the
exogenous supply. The zero-coupon bonds have zero aggregate supply and the
aggregate supply of equity is normalized to one. In equilibrium, the tax revenues, the
consumption of the representative agent, and the provision of the publicly provided
good amount to
T t ¼ tt ½ðpt þ d t Þ0 xt1  p0t xt  ¼ tt d St ,

(10)

ct ¼ ð1  tt Þd St þ ð1  oÞtt d St ¼ ð1  ott Þd St ,

(11)

gt ¼ oT t ¼ ott d St .

(12)
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The (ex-post) marginal rate of intertemporal substitution of the private good is in
equilibrium:
!a
 a
u0 ðctþi Þ
ctþi
1  ottþi d Stþi
¼
¼
.
(13)
u0 ðct Þ
ct
1  ott d St
The ﬁrst-order conditions (7) and (8) give the relationship determining the prices
of bonds and equity securities. A zero-coupon bond with maturity m 2 f0; 1; 2; 3; . . .g
¼ 1 should trade in equilibrium at the following price:
and unit face value d B;0
t
 0

u ðctþm Þ 1  ttþm
m
¼
b
E
pB;m
.
(14)
t
t
u0 ðct Þ 1  tt
The price of the risky asset can be expressed as follows if the transversality
condition holds:


1
0
X
i u ðctþi Þ 1  ttþi S
S
Et b 0
d
,
pt ¼
u ðct Þ 1  tt tþi
i¼1
0
1

a S !1a
1
X
d
1

t
1

ot
tþi
tþi
tþi
S
i
A ¼ d S dt .
Et @b
ð15Þ
¼ dt
t
S
1

t
1

ot
dt
t
t
i¼1
The current tax regime determines the probability distribution of future tax rates
and of future growth rates ztþi ¼ ln d Stþi  ln d Stþi1 . The price-dividend ratio of
equity dt and the price of the bond pB;m
t , therefore, do not depend on the level of the
equity dividends d St . They depend only on the current tax regime and the maturity of
the bonds.
In summary, taxes affect asset prices in three ways. First, the level of taxation
inﬂuences consumption if some portion of the tax revenues are used to fund the
public good (i.e., o40). This income effect changes the marginal rate of
intertemporal substitution in Eq. (13). Tax changes result in a higher variability of
consumption. Second, taxes distort the price of the private consumption good in
different periods. Thus, Eqs. (14) and (15) include the ratio of the tax rates. This
substitution effect is important even if all the tax revenues are rebated to the
representative individual. Third, taxes inﬂuence the growth rate of the economy.
This growth effect determines the mean and the variance of the growth rate of
dividends in Eq. (1).
A special case of this model occurs if the tax rate does not vary over time (i.e.,
tL ¼ tH ). In this case, a ﬂat consumption tax has no effect on asset returns. The tax
terms in the marginal rate of intertemporal substitution in Eq. (13) cancel if tt ¼ ttþi
for i 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .g. The tax factors in the pricing equations (14) and (15)) also cancel
and taxes do not inﬂuence the distribution of the growth rate of the economy. A
constant tax decreases consumption in all time periods by the same proportion and
does not affect the marginal rate of intertemporal substitution. However, constant
taxes have an impact on the welfare of the representative agent. Section 8.5 shows
that the main conclusions of this paper are not affected if the Constant Relative Risk
Aversion (CRRA) utility function is replaced with a Constant Absolute Risk
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Aversion (CARA) utility function. The asset valuations and the expected returns
using a CARA utility function depend on the tax level even if taxes are constant
over time.

3. Equity valuation
This section derives closed-form solutions of the equity prices in the two tax
regimes.
The price-dividend ratio of equity is denoted by dt ¼ pSt =d St . The ﬁrst-order
condition (8) can be expressed as
"
#
pSt
u0 ðctþ1 Þ 1  ttþ1 d Stþ1
ð1 þ dtþ1 Þ ,
dt ¼ S ¼ bEt
u0 ðct Þ 1  tt d St
dt
"
#1a 



d Stþ1
1  ttþ1 1  ottþ1 a
¼ bEt
Et
ð1 þ dtþ1 Þ .
ð16Þ
1  tt
1  ott
d St
The ﬁrst factor is determined by the dividend process and is denoted by
gt ¼ bEt ½ðd Stþ1 =d St Þ1a  ¼ b expðð1  aÞmt þ 0:5ð1  aÞ2 s2t Þ. This factor depends on the
current tax rate (gt ¼ gL if tt ¼ tL and gt ¼ gH otherwise). The second factor is
determined by the tax process and depends on the future price-dividend ratio and
current and future tax rates. I use the following abbreviation:


1  ttþ1 1  ottþ1 a
rt;tþ1 ¼
40.
(17)
1  tt
1  ott
The tax-pricing factor rt;tþ1 equals 1 if the tax rates do not change
(rHH ¼ rLL ¼ 1). It is deﬁned as rLH if the tax rates increase and as rHL if they
decrease. Note that rLH is the reciprocal of rHL . The expected value of rt;tþ1 equals
rH ¼ fHH þ fHL rHL in the high- and rL ¼ fLL þ fLH rLH in the low-tax regime.
The price-dividend ratio depends only on the current tax regime and is denoted by
dt ¼ dH if tt ¼ tH and dt ¼ dL otherwise.
dH ¼ gH ½fHH ð1 þ dH Þ þ fHL rHL ð1 þ dL Þ,

(18)

dL ¼ gL ½fLL ð1 þ dL Þ þ fLH rLH ð1 þ dH Þ.

(19)

Solving the system of linear equations for the two price-dividend ratios yields
dH ¼

gH ½rH þ gL ð1  fHH  fLL Þ
,
1  ½fHH gH þ fLL gL þ gH gL ð1  fHH  fLL Þ

(20)

dL ¼

gL ½rL þ gH ð1  fHH  fLL Þ
.
1  ½fHH gH þ fLL gL þ gH gL ð1  fHH  fLL Þ

(21)

To ensure that the transversality condition (9) holds, it is required that 0ogi o1
for i 2 fL; Hg. In this case, the price-dividend ratios in Eqs. (20) and (21) are positive
as shown in Appendix B.1.
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The following proposition shows the relationship between the tax regime and the
price-dividend ratio of equity securities in the special case where the dividend growth
rate is independent of the current tax rate (i) and in the general case (ii).
Proposition 1. (i) If the tax and the dividend processes are independent (i.e., mL ¼ mH
and sL ¼ sH ), then the price-dividend ratio is higher in the high-tax regime if ao~a and
lower in the high-tax regime if a4~a:
dH ‘dL

if

ax~a,

where the critical risk aversion a~ is given by
a~ ¼

lnð1  tL Þ  lnð1  tH Þ
.
lnð1  otL Þ  lnð1  otH Þ

(22)

(ii) The price-dividend ratios in the two tax regimes have the following relationship
with dependent dividend and tax processes:
dH ‘dL

if

gH rH ‘gL rL .

Proof. All proofs can be found in Appendix B.

&

If tax rates are not expected to change over time (i.e., tH ¼ tL ), then the pricedividend ratios are equal in the two states (i.e., dH ¼ dL ¼ gH =ð1  gH Þ ¼
gL =ð1  gL Þ).
The coefﬁcient a~ is larger than 1 and decreasing in o. a~ is deﬁned for all o 2 ð0; 1.
If all the tax revenues are rebated to the tax payers as a lump-sum distribution
(o ¼ 0), then a~ ¼ 1. If the tax revenues are used to ﬁnance a separable public good
(o ¼ 1), then a~ ¼ 1.
The special case where the dividend process does not depend on the current tax
regime (i) is discussed ﬁrst. The price of equity can be higher in the high-tax regime.
To better understand this result, it helps to analyze the different effects that
determine asset prices. First, the government taxes a higher proportion of the
aggregate dividends in high-tax regimes (income effect). Individuals would like to
compensate for this tax by saving less and by decreasing their demand of risky assets.
In equilibrium, the supply of assets cannot adjust and the price of equity has to
decrease due to the income effect. Second, consumption is relatively more expensive
in periods with high taxes since future taxes are expected to be equal to or lower than
current taxes (substitution effect). Individuals want to consume less and invest more
during these periods. In equilibrium, the price of the risky asset has to increase as a
consequence of this substitution effect. The elasticity of intertemporal substitution
determines which of the two effects is more important. The second effect is stronger
for individuals who are more willing to substitute consumption intertemporally
(i.e., ao~a), whereas the ﬁrst effect is stronger for individuals with a low elasticity
(i.e., a4~a). The price-dividend ratios are identical in the two states if a ¼ a~ . In this
case, the two effects exactly offset each other because the expenditure elasticity
equals zero.
If all the tax revenues are used to ﬁnance the separable public good (i.e., o ¼ 1),
then a~ ¼ 1 and equity valuations are higher in the high-tax regime only if individuals
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are less risk-averse than a log-utility individual. If all the tax revenues are rebated to
the taxpayers (i.e., o ¼ 0), then a~ ¼ 1 and equities are always valued higher in the
high-tax regime. In this case, the aggregate consumption level does not depend on
the tax rate and is equal to the before-tax dividend. Thus, the ﬁrst effect of taxes on
equity valuation is completely eliminated with full redistribution. However, the
second effect is still important, because individuals have an incentive to consume less
in periods where the tax on consumption is higher. Valuations in the high-tax regime
tend to be higher than those in the low-tax regime at low levels of risk aversion and
at low levels of separability.
A dependence between the two processes adds a third effect of taxes on equity
valuation. The current tax regime affects the distribution of future output levels
(growth effect).
The expected gross return of equity at time t can be separated into the following
two components:
!


pStþ1 þ d Stþ1
1 þ dtþ1
Et ðrtþ1 Þ ¼ Et
¼ xt E t
,
(23)
pSt
dt
where xt ¼ Et ðd Stþ1 =d St Þ ¼ expðmt þ 0:5s2t Þ.

4. Bond valuation
The prices of zero-coupon bonds can be derived from Eq. (7)
 0

u ðctþm Þ 1  ttþm
m
pB;m
¼
b
E
þ d B;m1
¼ lt Et ½rt;tþ1 ðpB;m1
t
t
tþ1
tþ1 Þ.
u0 ðct Þ 1  tt

(24)

The second equality uses the deﬁnition lt ¼ bEt ½ðd Stþ1 =d St Þa . The separation into
two components is possible because the price of the bond pB;m
does not depend on
t
the level of the dividend d St .
The equilibrium prices of a zero-coupon bond with maturity m can be expressed
B;0
B;0
B;0
recursively using the initial conditions pB;0
H ¼ pL ¼ 0 and d H ¼ d L ¼ 1. Note that
B;m
d t ¼ 0 if m 2 f1; 2; 3; . . .g.
B;m
B;m
¼ lH ½fHH ðpB;m
Þ þ fHL rHL ðpB;m
Þ,
pB;mþ1
H
H þd
L þd

(25)

B;m
B;m
pB;mþ1
¼ lL ½fLL ðpB;m
Þ þ fLH rLH ðpB;m
Þ.
L
L þd
H þd

(26)

The next proposition proves in which tax regime the valuations of zero-coupon
bonds with a maturity of m are higher.
Proposition 2. (i) Suppose that the dividend process is independent of the tax process.
The price of a zero-coupon bond with a maturity of m years is higher in the high-tax
regime if ao~a and lower in the high-tax regime if a4~a:
B;m
pB;m
H ‘pL

if

ax~a.
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(ii) Bond prices with a maturity of m years have the following relationship with
dependent dividend and tax processes:
B;m
pB;m
H ‘pL

if

lH rH ‘lL rL .

If the dividend growth rate does not depend on the current tax rate (i), then the
condition for bond prices is exactly identical to the condition for equity securities
from Proposition 1. In this case, valuations of both assets are higher in the high-tax
regime if ao~a. The intuition of the income and the substitution effects is similar for
bonds as for equity securities.
The growth effect, which is relevant if the dividend and the tax processes are
dependent, differs for equity and one-period zero-bonds. The growth rate affects the
discount factor of bonds l but not the future payoffs of the bonds. For equity, both
the discount factor g and the future dividends are affected. This difference in the
growth effect on bonds and equity explains why condition (ii) for bonds differs from
the one for equity.
The properties of bond prices are discussed in more detail in Appendix B.3. If tax
regimes are persistent (fHH þ fLL 41), then the ratio of the bond prices in the two
tax regimes converges monotonically towards a steady state value as the maturity of
the bonds increases. If tax regimes are transitory (fHH þ fLL o1), then the ratio of
the two bond prices oscillates around the steady-state level and converges if either
fHH 40 or fLL 40. If the tax rate switches deterministically between the two regimes
(fHH ¼ fLL ¼ 0), then the ratio of the bond prices ﬂuctuates between two different
values and does not converge.

5. Term structure of interest rates
In an environment without tax changes, the expected gross return of a bond with
maturity m is given by
EðrB;m Þ ¼

pB;m1
pB;m1
1
¼
¼ .
B;m
B;m1
l
p
lp

(27)

Corollary 1. The expected return of zero-coupon bonds does not depend on the
maturity m if tax rates do not vary over time.
Next, I discuss the term structure in an environment with tax rate changes. The
expected gross returns of a bond with maturity m in the two tax regimes is given by
EðrB;m
H Þ ¼

fHH pB;m1
þ fHL pB;m1
H
L
,
pB;m
H

(28)

EðrB;m
L Þ ¼

fLL pB;m1
þ fLH pB;m1
L
H
.
pB;m
L

(29)

The next proposition summarizes the necessary conditions for an increasing
or decreasing term structure of interest rates. A necessary condition for a
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monotonically increasing term structure is that tax regimes are persistent (i.e.,
fHH þ fLL 41). This condition is empirically relevant because tax rates are more
likely to remain unchanged than to change in each period.
Proposition 3. Suppose that tax regimes are persistent (fHH þ fLL 41).
(i) Longer-term bonds have a higher expected return than shorter-term bonds if the
dividend process is independent of the tax process.
(ii) The slope of the term structure of interest rates is determined by the following
condition with dependent dividend and tax processes:
EðrB;mþ1
Þ‘EðrB;m
i
i Þ for i 2 fL; Hg if ðlL rL  lH rH Þð1  rH Þ‘0.
(i) states that the term premium increases with the maturity of the bonds if the
distribution of dividends does not depend on the current tax rate (lH ¼ lL ).
Stochastic taxes add an additional source of uncertainty to the economy and require
higher returns to long-duration bonds that are exposed more to tax uncertainty. This
result does not depend on the uses of the tax revenues.
(ii) allows the growth rate of the economy to be correlated with the current tax
regime. A decreasing term structure is possible if the distribution of the dividend
growth rate is sufﬁciently different between the two tax regimes. The term structure
is decreasing if the tax changes are such that they reduce the aggregate uncertainty
investors are exposed to.
The expected returns oscillate around the long-term values if tax regimes are
transitory (fHH þ fLL o1). In this case, the expected returns are not monotonic in
the maturity. If tax regimes switch deterministically (fHH ¼ fLL ¼ 0), then expected
returns of bonds with different maturities ﬂuctuate between two values and do not
converge. The properties of bond returns is described in more detail in Appendix B.4.

6. Equity premium
The equity premium compares the expected return of equity to the return of riskfree one-period zero-coupon bonds. The following proposition states the conditions
under which the equity premium increases in an environment with tax changes.
Proposition 4. The equity premium pi for i 2 fL; Hg equals the sum of a premium due
T
to dividend uncertainty pD
i and a premium due to tax changes pi :
T
pi ¼ Et ðrStþ1 Þ  rB;1
¼ pD
t
i þ pi .

(30)

(i) If the dividend process is independent of the tax process, then both premia are
positive.
(ii) The sign of the tax premium is determined by the following condition with
dependent tax and dividend processes:
pTi ‘0 for i 2 fL; Hg if ðgL rL  gH rH Þð1  rH Þ‘0.
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The excess return of stocks over short-term bonds is due to two premia. The ﬁrst
premium pD
i equals the equity premium in an environment without tax changes and
is always positive. The second premium pTi is due to tax changes and is positive if the
condition in (ii) is satisﬁed. It is possible for the equity premium to become negative
if the distribution of the dividend growth rate is sufﬁciently different between the two
tax regimes. The equity premium decreases if the tax changes are such that they
reduce the aggregate uncertainty investors are exposed to. (i) states that the tax
premium is always positive if the distribution of dividends does not depend on the
current tax rate. The sign of the tax premium does not depend on whether tax
regimes are transitory or persistent.
The conditions in (ii) of Propositions 3 and 4 look very similar, but they depend on
l and g, respectively. These two factors differ because the growth rate of dividends
affects only the payoffs of equity and not the payoffs of bonds. It is possible,
therefore, to observe an increasing term structure of interest rates and a negative tax
premium. If the growth rate is independent of the tax rate, then the equity and the
term premia are higher with stochastic taxes.
The three effects that drive the asset valuation give an intuition of the effect of tax
changes on the equity premium. The ﬁrst effect (income effect) increases the equity
premium because tax changes increase the variability of consumption over time. It is
well-known that an increase in consumption volatility increases the required riskpremia. The ﬁrst effect disappears if all the tax revenues are rebated to the
representative agent. In this case, the consumption process is not affected by tax
changes. The second effect (substitution effect) remains important in the case with a
full rebate. Varying tax rates affect the relative price of consumption over time. The
third effect (growth effect) can increase or decrease the equity premium, depending
on the correlation between taxes and productivity growth. Individuals require higher
expected returns for holding long-duration assets, such as stocks and long-term
bonds, compared to short-term bonds. The increase of the equity premium occurs
because equities have a relatively long duration.7

7. Numerical example
This section illustrates the impact of stochastic taxes on asset valuations using a
numerical example.
7.1. Numerical assumptions
The model is solved for plausible underlying parameter values to determine
whether stochastic taxation is economically signiﬁcant. In this example, the two tax
rates are assumed to be tL ¼ 0:3 and tH ¼ 0:4 and the transition probabilities are
fLL ¼ fHH ¼ 0:8. This implies an average duration of a tax regime of ﬁve years. The
average tax rate equals 35 percent and has a standard deviation of 5 percent. These
7

Abel (1999) divides the equity premium into a term premium and a risk premium.
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Table 1
Numerical assumptions for base case
Coefﬁcient

a

b

o

tL

tH

fLL

fHH

m

s

Value

2.50

0.98

1

0.30

0.40

0.80

0.80

0.01

0.05

a denotes the coefﬁcient of relative risk aversion, b the discount factor, o the ratio of the tax revenues,
which are used to fund a separable public good, tL and tH the tax rates in the low- and high-tax regimes,
fLL and fHH the transition probabilities between the two regimes, and m and s the mean and the standard
deviation of the logarithm of the growth rate of dividends.

values correspond roughly to past tax changes of an investor in the $250,000 tax
bracket. For example, between 1940 and 1999, tax rates increased four times and
decreased six times by more than ﬁve percent. The average increase equaled 11.06
percent and the average decrease equaled 8.22 percent. The distribution of average
tax changes is similar for the longer period between 1914–1999.8
The dividend growth rate has a mean of 1 percent and a standard deviation of 5
percent. The distribution of the growth rate is assumed to be independent of the tax
regime, because there is no signiﬁcant correlation between tax rates and the growth
rate of the economy over the period between 1914–1999, using the tax series from
Fig. 1. Sensitivity analyses summarized in Section 8 show that changes in these
assumptions do not affect the results much. The base case assumes a discount factor
of b ¼ 0:98. The analyses in this section will concentrate on risk-aversion coefﬁcients
in the range between 0 and 5. The tax revenues are used to ﬁnance separable public
goods (o ¼ 1). Table 1 summarizes all the base-case assumptions.
7.2. Asset prices
Fig. 2 shows how the price-dividend ratio depends on the coefﬁcient of relative
risk aversion. The dashed curve shows the price-dividend ratio in an environment
without tax changes. In this case, the price-dividend ratio does not depend on the tax
rate. The price-dividend ratio without tax rate changes equals 30.38 at a risk aversion
of a ¼ 2:5. The ratio increases considerably as individuals become less risk-averse.
The solid curve depicts the price-dividend ratios in the low-tax and the high-tax
regime in an environment with tax rate changes. The valuations are higher in the
high-tax regime at low-levels of risk aversion (i.e., ao~a ¼ 1) and higher in the lowtax regime at high-levels of risk aversion. The valuations are identical if individuals
have logarithmic utility. In this case, tax regime changes have no effect on asset
valuations, and the price-dividend ratio is exactly what it would be in an
environment without tax changes. At a risk-aversion level of a ¼ 2:5, the pricedividend ratio equals 27.38 in the high-tax state and 34.15 in the low-tax state. Stock
8

I concentrate on the tax rates of relatively wealthy individuals because those individuals hold a
signiﬁcant portion of ﬁnancial assets. Poterba (2000) shows that the top one percent of equity holders own
52.2 percent of household holdings of corporate stock according to the 1998 Survey of Consumer
Finances.
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Fig. 2. Price-dividend ratios of equity. The dashed curve shows the price-dividend ratios in an
environment without tax rate changes, and the solid curve shows the price-dividend ratios in the low-tax
and the high-tax regimes in an environment with tax rate changes.

prices fall in this case by 19.82 percent whenever taxes increase, and increase
by 24.73 percent whenever taxes decrease. The model assumes that the timing
of tax regime changes is not anticipated by the investors. In reality, market
participants learn gradually about possible future tax reforms and the price changes
occur over longer time horizons as investors adjust their expectations about future
tax changes.
Fig. 3 depicts the expected returns of short-term bonds and equity in an
environment with and without tax rate changes. The curves correspond to the
average returns over both tax regimes. If tax rates do not change over time, then the
return of the short-term bond equals 3.81 percent at a risk aversion of a ¼ 2:5 and
increases at higher levels of risk aversion. If tax rates are stochastic, the mean return
of the risk-free one-period bond equals 3.48 percent if a ¼ 2:5. Panel B depicts the
expected returns of equity securities in environments with and without tax changes.
The mean return of equity increases from 4.46 percent to 4.95 percent if a ¼ 2:5.
Next, I compute the term premium and the equity premium given the parametric
assumptions from Table 1. Panel A of Fig. 4 depicts the expected returns of zerocoupon bonds with different maturities. In an environment without tax changes, the
term structure of interest rates is ﬂat with a yield of 3.81 percent. With tax regime
shifts, the expected returns of zero-coupon bonds increase with their maturity. All
the bond returns with a maturity of more than 1 year are higher in a model with
stochastic taxes than the bond returns without tax changes. The expected returns of
the bonds converge to 4.37 percent as m ! 1. The average term premium, which is
deﬁned as the difference between the yield of bonds where the maturity converges to
inﬁnity and the yield of a 1-year bond, amounts to 0.89 percent.
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Fig. 3. Expected returns of (Panel A) short-term bonds and (Panel B) equity: the dashed curves show the
expected returns in an environment without tax rate changes, and the solid curves show the expected
returns with tax rate changes.
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Fig. 4. Panel A: Term and Panel B: Equity premium. The solid curves correspond to an environment with
stochastic taxes and the dashed curves correspond to an environment with constant taxes.

Panel B depicts the equity premium at different levels of risk aversion. If tax rates
do not change, then the equity premium equals only 0.65 percent at a coefﬁcient of
risk aversion of a ¼ 2:5. This is considerably lower than the equity premium of
between 2.55 and 4.32 percent estimated by Fama and French (2002). The equity
premium is highly sensitive to changes in the coefﬁcient of relative risk aversion. The
equity premium is lowest at a risk aversion of a ¼ 0:65. An equity premium of 7.13
percent results at a coefﬁcient of relative risk aversion of 5. The equity premium at
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this level of risk aversion without tax rate changes would have been only 1.31
percent.
The higher term premium accounts for a large portion of the equity premium. The
effect of tax rate changes on assets depends primarily on the duration of the assets.
Both equity and bonds have long durations and are highly sensitive to changes in tax
rates. For tax changes to have a substantial effect on the equity premium, risk
aversion has to be sufﬁciently large.
The qualitative implications of tax changes do not change if the tax revenues are
rebated to the tax payers. However, the quantitative effects decrease. At a riskaversion level of a ¼ 2:5, the term premium decreases from 0.89 to 0.38 percent,
while the equity premium decreases from 1.48 to 1.02 percent if all the revenues are
rebated.

8. Robustness tests
This section tests whether the previous results are robust to alternative speciﬁcations and different calibrations.
8.1. Persistence and tax differences
To check the robustness of the numerical example in the previous section, the
numerical assumptions are changed. Panel A of Fig. 5 depicts the expected returns
of short- (1-year bonds) and long-term (30-year bonds) bonds and equity at
different levels of persistence of the tax regimes with a symmetric transition matrix
(i.e., fHH ¼ fLL ) and at a risk aversion of a ¼ 2:5. If tax rates are permanent
Panel B

Panel A
0.08

0.08

0.075

0.07
Equity

0.07
Expected Return

0.065
Expected Return

0.06

Equity

0.06
0.055
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Long Bonds

0.03
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Short Bonds

0.02

0.04
0.01

0.035
Short Bonds

0.03

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Persistence of Tax-Regime

1

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

Difference between Tax Rates

Fig. 5. Asset returns with changing persistence levels and tax rates. The expected returns of 1 and 30-year
zero-coupon bonds and equity securities are depicted at different persistence levels (Panel A) and at
different tax-rate differentials (Panel B).
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(fHH ¼ fLL ¼ 1), then the term premium due to tax changes equals zero. The equity
premium equals the premium in an environment without tax changes. The price
changes are large and infrequent at high persistence levels and small and frequent at
low persistence levels. The term premium is largest for intermediate persistence
levels, when tax changes are common and price changes are relatively large.
Panel B of Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the returns of the two assets on the
difference between the tax rates in the two states. The average tax rate is kept
constant at its average level of 35 percent. As the difference between the tax rates in
the two tax regimes increases, the mean return of equity securities and long-term
bonds increases and the mean return of short-term bonds decreases. Most of the
equity premium is due to the term premium if the tax difference is relatively large.
8.2. Dependence between growth rate and tax regime
The previous numerical exercises assume that the distribution of the growth rate is
identical in the two tax regimes. It is plausible that a higher tax burden will stiﬂe the
growth rate of the economy.9 The results in Section 6 demonstrate that the premium
due to tax changes can be either positive or negative if the growth rate of the
economy depends on the tax rate.
Fig. 6 depicts the equity premium if the distribution of the dividend growth rate
differs between the two tax regimes. In the base case, the mean and the standard
deviation of the growth rate are 1 and 5 percent, respectively. I change the mean and
the standard deviation of the growth rate by increasing the moments in one regime
and decreasing the moments by the same amounts in the other regime. Thus, if the
difference in the mean growth rates is mH  mL ¼ 0:04, then the growth rates are as
follows: mH ¼ 0:01 and mL ¼ 0:03. The equity premium decreases with the
difference in the means of the dividend growth rates. Thus, the equity premium
tends to be larger in the more plausible case where the economy grows at a slower
pace during time periods of relatively high taxes.
The differences between the moments of the growth rates in the two regimes have
to be very large to generate a negative tax premium. If sH ¼ sL , then the growth rate
in the low-tax regime would need to exceed the growth rate in the high-tax regime by
more than 6.2 percent to generate a negative tax premium.
Fig. 6 also shows that there is a ‘U’-shaped relationship between the equity
premium and the difference in the standard deviations of the growth rates in the two
regimes. The equity premium tends to increase as one regime becomes relatively
more risky. However, the impact of changes in the difference between the standard
deviations on the equity premium is relatively small.
8.3. Additional states
The previous results assume that tax rates follow a two-state Markov chain. The
results do not change much if additional states are introduced. Alternative
9

See for example Prescott (2004) for a study of the effects of taxes on the labor supply.
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Fig. 6. Equity premium with dependence between growth rate and tax regime. The equity premium is
depicted for cases where the mean m and the standard deviation s of the dividend growth rate differ
between the two tax regimes.

speciﬁcations of the Markov chain can either increase or decrease the equity
premium relative to the base case with two states. For example, a three-state Markov
chain with t 2 f0:275; 0:350; 0:425g and with a probability of remaining in the current
state of 0.8222 and equal probabilities to switch to any of the two other states has the
same unconditional mean and variance of the tax rates and the same expected tax
change in each period as the two-state Markov chain used previously. In this
example, the equity premium increases from 1.48 to 1.51 percent. The equity
premium increases slightly because larger tax changes become possible. The equity
premia are considerably larger in the highest and the lowest tax state compared to
the middle tax state.
8.4. Heterogeneity
To check the robustness of the results with a representative individual, I also
compute numerically term and equity premia in a model with heterogeneous agents,
where agents differ in their wealth levels. The government decreases income
inequality by imposing net taxes on the wealthy and paying net transfers to the poor.
This redistribution policy affects the portfolio choices of the individuals and changes
asset returns and the equity premium in equilibrium because asset markets are
incomplete. Tax changes will generally beneﬁt some individuals and harm others.
People with diverging interests can use the available assets to insure each other
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against tax rate changes.10 The introduction of heterogeneous agents does not affect
asset prices signiﬁcantly. The equity premium decreases only slightly as the wealth
distribution becomes more unequal.
8.5. Alternative utility specifications
The ﬁnance and the macroeconomic literature often uses a power-utility
speciﬁcation which implies constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) because the
asset prices do not depend on the wealth level of the investor and because closed
form solutions are usually obtainable. One potential problem of a power utility
function is that asset prices and returns do not depend on consumption tax rates if
tax rates do not change over time, as discussed previously in Section 3. In this
subsection, I compute asset prices and equity premia using a Constant Absolute Risk
Aversion Utility (CARA). The asset prices and the asset returns depend in this case
on the output and the tax levels.
Consumers are assumed to have a utility with a constant coefﬁcient of absolute
risk-aversion a 2 ð0; 1Þ.
uðct Þ ¼ 

1
expðact Þ.
a

(31)

Since an unbounded dividend process creates undesired results in a model with
CARA utility, I change the dividend process by bounding the dividend levels
between ½0; 2. Moreover, I assume that the dividend changes are normally
distributed with a mean of 1 percent and a standard deviation of 5 percent per
year. The boundaries of the dividend ranges are absorbing states, such that dividends
remain permanently at d ¼ 0 or d ¼ 2 once they reach these boundaries. Households
are assumed to have an absolute risk-aversion coefﬁcient of 2.5 percent. The other
assumptions remain identical to the ones from the CRRA speciﬁcation.
The prices and the returns using this alternative speciﬁcation cannot be obtained
analytically. Instead, I compute the price functions numerically. The dividend range
is discretized using a grid distance of 0.005. To ﬁnd the stock price for each dividend
level, the pricing (15) is iterated until convergence is attained. The prices of the bonds
are computed following Eq. (24).
Fig. 7 plots the stock price and the equity premia at different dividend levels. The
solid curves correspond to environments where tax rates are stochastic as described
in Section 2.2 and the dashed curves correspond to environments where tax rates do
not change over time and equal 35 percent. The top ﬁgure indicates that the value of
the stocks increases monotonically with the dividend level. The value is zero if
dividends reach the absorbing state of d ¼ 0. Similarly to the speciﬁcation with
CRRA utility, the asset valuations are not always higher in the low-tax state. For
example, if the initial dividend is below 0.62, then the stock valuations are lower in
the low-tax regime.
10

Dumas (1989) formulates a two-person dynamic model with capital markets and shows that the two
investors interact to share their risks.
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Fig. 7. Stock prices and equity premia with CARA utility. The stock price and the equity premium is
depicted for different dividend levels using a CARA utility speciﬁcation. The solid curves correspond to an
environment with stochastic taxes and the dashed curves correspond to an environment with constant
taxes.

The bottom ﬁgure depicts the equity premium in stochastic (solid) and constant
(dashed) tax environments, respectively. In an environment without tax changes, the
equity premium is zero if d ¼ 2, because dividends are assumed to remain
permanently at this level. On the other hand, the equity premium increases
signiﬁcantly as the dividend level approaches d ¼ 0, because holding equity becomes
relatively more risky. If the dividend reaches d ¼ 0, then the value of equity will
immediately drop to zero. Households are only willing to hold equity securities if
equity securities provide a large premium compared to default-free ﬁxed-income
securities as the dividend level approaches zero.
The equity premium in a stochastic tax environment is always at least as large as
the equity premium in a constant tax environment. If the stock valuations are
identical in the two tax regimes (d ¼ 0:62), then the equity premium in an
environment with stochastic taxes is identical to the equity premium in an
environment with constant taxes.

9. Conclusions
This paper generalizes the Lucas (1978) asset pricing model by introducing a ﬂat
consumption tax, which follows a two-state Markov chain. This tax does not merely
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affect equity securities: it affects all assets symmetrically. Whenever taxes change,
asset prices need to adjust instantaneously to clear asset markets. These price
changes increase the variability of expected and actual asset returns. The price
adjustments are more severe for assets with long durations, such as equity and longterm bonds, than for assets with shorter durations. Individuals require higher
expected returns for holding the assets with more severe price changes under
plausible conditions.
Tax rate changes affect asset prices even if all the tax revenues are rebated to the
representative individual and the consumption process remains completely
unaffected by tax changes. Stochastic taxes remain important in this case because
tax changes distort the price of consumption over time and affect investment
incentives.
This paper makes several simplifying assumptions which could be relaxed in future
work. First, the model uses a simple exchange economy without real investment
opportunities to illustrate the effects of tax changes. Endogenizing real investment
choices will result in a more realistic model of the economy. Second, the current tax
system in the U.S. is not a ﬂat consumption tax system. It is a progressive income tax
system where some income sources are exempt from taxes (e.g., tax-deferred
accounts, municipal bonds). In particular, stocks and bonds face different effective
tax rates. The effects of tax reforms will differ if the effective tax on stock returns is
smaller than the tax on bond returns and if the variability of the tax rates of the two
assets differs. The analysis under a more realistic tax system would be interesting.
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Appendix A. Data
A.1. Marginal tax rates
Taxable income was derived for ﬁve real income levels after deducting exemptions
for a married couple ﬁling jointly with two dependent children from the income
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levels. The proportion of total deductions relative to the adjusted gross income was
assumed to equal the proportion of total deductions in the whole population for
each year as reported by the Internal Revenue Service. The marginal income tax
brackets and exemptions were determined using the Statistics of Income of the
Internal Revenue Service (1954) for the years 1913–1943, Pechman (1987) for the
years 1944–1987, and different issues of the Instructions to Form 1040 from the IRS
for the remaining years between 1988 and 1999. The values of the Consumer Price
Index from 1913 to 1957 were taken from Mitchell (1983) and for the other years
from the U.S. Government Printing Ofﬁce (2000). Total deductions as a proportion
of adjusted gross income (AGI) were derived from different issues of the Statistics of
Income of the IRS.

Appendix B. Proofs
B.1. Conditions for positive price-dividend ratios
This proof shows that the price-dividend ratios in Eqs. (20) and (21) are positive if
0ogi o1 for i 2 fL; Hg. The numerator of Eq. (20) N H is positive if 0ogi o1 for
i 2 fL; Hg:
N H ¼ gH ½rH þ gL ð1  fHH  fLL Þ
¼ gH ½fHH þ fHL rHL þ gL ð1  fHH  fLL Þ
¼ gH ½fHH ð1  gL Þ þ fHL rHL þ gL ð1  fLL Þ40.
The denominator DH of Eq. (20) is positive if 0ogi o1, because
1  DH ¼ fHH gH þ fLL gL þ gH gL ð1  fHH  fLL Þ
¼ gH ½fHH þ fHL gL  þ gL ½fLL þ fLH gH   gH gL
pgH þ gL  gH gL ¼ gH þ ð1  gH ÞgL o1.
Similar operations show that (21) is positive.

&

B.2. Proof of Proposition 1
(i) If mL ¼ mH and sL ¼ sH , then gL ¼ gH . In this case only the ﬁrst product
in the numerator differs between Eqs. (20) and (21). rHL ¼ ½ð1  tL Þ=ð1  tH Þ
½ð1  otL Þ=ð1  otH Þa . rHL ¼ 1 if a ¼ a~ and @rHL =@ap0. Thus, rHL ‘1 if
ax~a. Because rLH ¼ 1=rHL , rLH x1 if ax~a. rH ¼ fHH þ fHL rHL and rL ¼
fLL þ fLH rLH are simply weighted averages of rHL and rLH with 1, respectively.
Thus, rH ‘1‘rL if ax~a. dH ‘dL if rH ‘rL , because the denominators in Eqs.
(20) and (21) are positive as proved in Appendix B.1 and because by assumption
0ogL ¼ gH . Thus, dH ‘dL if ax~a.
(ii) Eqs. (20) and (21) differ only in the ﬁrst product of their numerators. The
denominators in Eqs. (20) and (21) are positive as proved in Appendix B.1.
Therefore, dH ‘dL if gH rH ‘gL rL . &
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B.3. Proof of Proposition 2
This proof shows ﬁrst the necessary conditions for bond prices to be higher in
the high-tax regime for the general case (ii). It is then straightforward to demonstrate
the conditions for the special case (i), where tax rates and growth rates are
independent.
The bond price ratio cm with maturity m41 is
cm ¼

pB;m
lH ½fHH cm1 þ fHL rHL 
H
.
¼ f ðcm1 Þ ¼
B;m
lL ½fLL þ fLH rLH cm1 
pL

(32)

The bond price ratio is a function of its lagged value cm ¼ f ðcm1 Þ. Its ﬁrst
derivative is
dcm
lH lL ½fHH þ fLL  1
¼
.
dcm1 ½lL ðfLL þ fLH rLH cm1 Þ2

(33)

2

Thus, dcm =dcm1 ‘0 and d2 cm =dcm1 x0 if fHH þ fLL ‘1. f is increasing and
concave if the tax regimes are persistent and decreasing and convex if the tax regimes
are transitory. Moreover, cm is positive for all maturities m.
Fig. 8 depicts four different cases, depending on whether tax rates are persistent
and on the size of the discount factors. In Case 1.1, tax regimes are persistent
(fHH þ fLL 41) and the discount factor is higher in the high-tax regime
(lH rH 4lL rL ). In the ﬁrst period, c1 ¼ f ð1Þ ¼ lH rH =lL rL 41. Because f ðcÞ is
increasing and concave, c2 ¼ f ðc1 Þ4c1 . The bond price ratio increases monotonically and converges to its steady state c 41. Thus, cm 41 for all maturities. In
Case 1.2, tax regimes are persistent and the discount factor is lower in the high-tax
regime. In the ﬁrst period, c1 ¼ f ð1Þ ¼ lH rH =lL rL o1. Because f ðcÞ is increasing
and concave, c2 ¼ f ðc1 Þoc1 . The bond price ratio decreases monotonically and
converges to its steady state c o1. Thus, cm o1 for all maturities.
These explanations prove that Proposition 2 holds if tax rates are persistent. The
following discussion shows that the proposition also holds in Cases 2.1 and 2.2. In
Case 2.1, tax regimes are transitory and the discount factor is higher in the high-tax
regime. In the ﬁrst period, c1 ¼ f ð1Þ ¼ lH rH =lL rL 41. Because f ðcÞ is decreasing
and convex, c2 ¼ f ðc1 Þoc . The bond price ratio oscillates around its steady state
c 41. In Case 2.2, tax regimes are transitory and the discount factor is lower in the
high-tax regime. In the ﬁrst period, c1 ¼ f ð1Þ ¼ lH rH =lL rL o1. Because f ðcÞ is
decreasing and convex, c2 ¼ f ðc1 Þ4c . The bond price ratio oscillates around its
steady state c o1.
Next, I analyze whether the price ratios converge to the steady-state level c .
Suppose, ﬁrst, that fHH ¼ fLL ¼ 0. In this case, the function f is identical to its
inverse f 1 :
f ðcÞ ¼ f 1 ðcÞ ¼

lH rHL
.
lL rLH c

(34)

Thus, the bond ratio c follows in this case a cycle of cm ¼ c1 ¼ lH rH =lL rL if m is
odd and cm ¼ c0 ¼ 1 if m is even. With fHH ¼ fLL ¼ 0, the price ratio c does not
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Fig. 8. Dynamics of price ratio c. Case 1: Persistent tax regimes ðfHH þ fLL 41Þ and Case 2: Transitory
tax regimes ðfHH þ fLL o1Þ. These ﬁgures depict the bond price ratios c in four different cases according
to Eq. (32). If tax regimes are persistent, then the price ratio c converges monotonically to its steady state
(Cases 1.1 and 1.2). If tax regimes are transitory, then the price ratio oscillates around its steady state
(Cases 2.1 and 2.2). The bond-price ratio c is larger than 1 if lH rH 4lL rL (Cases 1.1 and 2.1) and smaller
than 1 if lH rH olL rL (Cases 1.2. and 2.2).

converge to c . Proposition 2 still holds in this case because cm X1 for all m if
lH rH 4lL rL and cm p1 for all m if lH rH olL rL .
The next sections show that the bond price ratio cm converges to c as m goes to
1 as long as either fHH 40 or fLL 40. First, I look at the case where 0ocm oc .
The price ratio converges to c if cmþ1 ocm1 for all possible m. Note that both
cmþ1 and cm1 are larger than c if cm oc whenever the price ratios are oscillating
around the steady-state value.
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The function f ðcÞ and its inverse f 1 ðcÞ are deﬁned as follows:
f ðcÞ ¼

lH ðfHH c þ fHL rHL Þ
,
lL ðfLL þ fLH rLH cÞ

f 1 ðcÞ ¼

lL fLL c  lH fHL rHL
.
lH fHH  lL fLH rLH c

(35)

(36)

Note that cmþ1 ¼ f ðcm Þ and cm1 ¼ f 1 ðcm Þ by the deﬁnition of the functions f
and f 1 . The price ratio c converges to its steady-state level c if f ðcÞof 1 ðcÞ for all
possible coc . Thus, the price ratio converges if
lH ðfHH c þ fHL rHL Þ lL fLL c  lH fHL rHL
o
.
lL ðfLL þ fLH rLH cÞ lH fHH  lL fLH rLH c

(37)

The function f is decreasing in Cases 2.1 and 2.2 and takes its lowest level if
c!1
lim f ðcÞ ¼

c!1

lH fHH
.
lL fLH rHL

(38)

The denominator of the right-hand side of Eq. (37) is negative, because
lH fHH  lL fLH rLH cplH fHH  lL fLH rLH ðlH fHH Þ=ðlL fLH rHL Þ ¼ 0.
Simplifying Eq. (37) gives
½lH fHH þ lL fLL gðcÞo0,

(39)

where
gðcÞ ¼ c2 ðlL fLH rLH Þ þ cðlL fLL  lH fHH Þ  ðlH fHL rHL Þ.

(40)

The ﬁrst factor of Eq. (39) is strictly positive as long as either fHH or fLL is strictly
positive. The quadratic (40) is exactly identical to the equation that solves for the
steady-state price ratio c . To derive the equation for the steady-state price, simply
set c ¼ f ðc Þ in Eq. (35). The solutions to the quadratic equation are
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l
f

l
f

ðlH fHH  lL fLL Þ2 þ 4lL lH fHL fLH
H
L
HH
LL
c1;2 ¼
.
(41)
2lL fLH rLH
One solution to Eq. (41) is positive and the other is negative. Since bond prices are
always positive we can ignore the negative solution. The quadratic (40) is gðcÞo0 if
0pcoc and gðcÞ40 if c oco1. Thus, the second factor gðcÞ of Eq. (39) is
negative if 0pcoc . Thus, inequality (37) is satisﬁed if 0ococ
Next, I look at the case where c ocm o1. The price ratio c converges to its
steady-state level c if f ðcÞ4f 1 ðcÞ for all possible c. Thus, the price ratio
converges if:
lH ðfHH c þ fHL rHL Þ
lL fLL c  lH fHL rHL
4
.
lL ðfLL þ fLH rLH cÞ lH fHH  lL fLH rLH c

(42)

Following similar steps as for the case where 0pcoc , it can be demonstrated
that inequality (42) is satisﬁed whenever gðcÞ40, which holds if c oco1.
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These arguments show that the bond price ratios c converge to the steady-state
value c if either fHH 40 or fLL 40. In Case 2.1, where lH rH 4lL rL ,
c0 ¼ 1ocm ocmþ2 oc , where m is even and cm 4cmþ2 4c 41, where m is odd.
Thus, cm 41 for all m40. In Case 2.2, where lH rH olL rL , c0 ¼ 14cm 4cmþ2 4c ,
where m is even and cm ocmþ2 oc o1, where m is odd. Thus, cm o1 for all m40.
This proves case (ii) of the proposition.
Note that the condition lH rH ‘lL rL in (ii) simpliﬁes to rH ‘rL if mL ¼ mH and
sL ¼ sH . As shown in the proof to Proposition 1, rH ‘rL if ax~a. &
B.4. Proof of Proposition 3
This proposition assumes that tax regimes are persistent (fHH þ fLL 41). I will
brieﬂy characterize the term structure if tax regimes are transitory at the end of this
section. The expected bond return in the high-tax regime is
EðrB;m
H Þ ¼

fHH cm1 þ fHL
.
lH ðfHH cm1 þ fHL rHL Þ

(43)

The expected bond return is a function of the bond price ratio: RH ðcm Þ, where
B;m
c ¼ pB;m
H =pL . The ﬁrst derivative with respect to c is
m

dRH
fHH fHL lH ðrHL  1Þ
¼
.
dc
½lH ðfHH c þ fHL rHL Þ2

(44)

dRH =dc‘0 if rHL ‘1. I demonstrated in Section B.3 that cm ‘cm1 ‘1 if lH rH 
lL rL ‘0 as long as tax regimes are persistent.
Next I discuss the term structure in four cases: First, if lH rH 4lL rL and rHL 41,
then cm increases with m and the expected bond return RH ðcm Þ increases
monotonically with the maturity m. Second, if lH rH 4lL rL and rHL o1, then cm
increases with m and the expected bond return RH ðcm Þ decreases monotonically
with the maturity m. Third, if lH rH olL rL and rHL 41, then cm decreases with m
and the expected bond return RH ðcm Þ decreases monotonically with the maturity m.
Fourth, if lH rH olL rL and rHL o1, then cm decreases with m and the expected
bond return RH ðcm Þ increases monotonically with the maturity m. Thus, the bonds
with longer maturity have a higher expected return in the high-tax state if
ðlH rH  lL rL ÞðrHL  1Þ40. It can also be shown that bonds with longer maturity
have a higher expected return in the low-tax state if ðlL rL  lH rH ÞðrLH  1Þ. Note
that this condition is identical to ðlH rH  lL rL ÞðrH  1Þ40. This proves (ii) of the
Proposition.
In (i), it is assumed that lH ¼ lL . The condition from (ii) is equivalent to
ðrH  rL ÞðrHL  1Þ40. Note that rH ¼ fHH þ ð1  fHH ÞrHL . Thus, rH is between
1 and rHL and rL is between 1 and rLH . The sign of ðrH  rL Þ is therefore identical
to the sign of ðrHL  1Þ. This implies that ðlH rH  lL rL ÞðrHL  1Þ is always positive.
This concludes the proof. &
Next, I characterize the expected returns of bonds with maturity m if tax regimes are
transitory. dRH =dc‘0 holds again if rHL ‘1. With transitory regimes cm ‘cm2 ‘0
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and cm ‘c ‘cm1 ‘0 if lH rH  lL rL ‘0. Thus, the bond price ratio ﬂuctuates
around its steady-state value.
The term structure has the following shape in the different cases: First, if
lH rH 4lL rL , then cm increases with m if m is odd and decreases if even. Second, if
lH rH olL rL , then cm decreases with m if m is odd and increases if even. The
expected bond return RH ðcm Þ oscillates around its steady state and converges
towards the steady state if either fHH 40 or fLL 40. If fHH ¼ fLL ¼ 0, then the
bond price ratio c and the bond return follow a stable cycle.
B.5. Proof of Proposition 4
The following proof holds in the high-tax state. The proof for the low-tax state is
similar. The return of equity in the high-tax state equals


1 þ dH
1 þ dL
EðrSH Þ ¼ xH fHH
þ fHL
,
dH
dH
1  fHH gH  fLL gL þ fHH gH rH þ fHL gL rL
.
ð45Þ
¼ xH
gH ½rH þ gL ð1  fHH  fLL Þ
Plugging the return of the risk-free asset with a maturity of 1 year during the hightax-state into Eq. (45) and simplifying gives the following equation:
Et ðrSH Þ ¼ rB;1
H

lH xH
ð1 þ uH Þ,
gH

(46)

where:
uH ¼ gH


fHH ð1  rH Þ ggL rL  rH
H

fHH ð1  gL Þ þ fHL rHL þ gL fLH

.

The one-period interest rate rB;1
H ¼ 1=ðlH rH Þ40 is deﬁned as the gross return and
is therefore always strictly positive. The second factor (lH xH =gH ¼ expðas2H ÞX1,
because aX0) results from the uncertainty of dividend payments. The third factor
1 þ uH results from tax rate changes. This factor equals 1 in an environment without
tax rate changes (i.e., fHH ¼ fLL ¼ 1 or tH ¼ tL ), because rH ¼ rL ¼ 1.
The premium due to dividend uncertainty pD
H is positive
B;1
pD
H ¼ rH

lH xH
expðas2H Þ  1
 rB;1
X0.
H ¼
lH rH
gH

The premium due to tax uncertainty pTH is
pTH ¼ rB;1
H

lH xH
expðas2H ÞuH
uH ¼
.
gH
lH rH

The sign of pTH is identical to the sign of uH . The factor uH is negative if
ðrL gL  rH gH Þð1  rH Þo0. The tax premium pTi is negative if rH gH orL gL whenever
ap~a and if rH gH 4rL gL whenever a4~a, because ap~a implies that rH X1 and a4~a
implies that rH o1.
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Note that the condition ðrL gL  rH gH Þð1  rH Þo0 is equivalent to the condition
ðrH gH  rL gL Þð1  rL Þo0, because if rH x1 then rL ‘1.
If mL ¼ mH and sL ¼ sH , then gL ¼ gH and uH simpliﬁes to
uH ¼ gH

fHH ð1  rH ÞðrL  rH Þ
.
fHH ð1  gL Þ þ fHL rHL þ gL fLH

This term is always positive since the sign of ð1  rH Þ is identical to the sign of
ðrL  rH Þ, because 1 lies between rL and rH . &
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